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ABSTRACT 
  

For cyber criminals compromising social network accounts 
has turned into a beneficial strategy. Across the globe well 
known sites have millions of users and they suffer from a lot of 
security privacy and threats like profile cloning viral marketing 
rupture of security etc. By hijacking the control of a particular 
account, attackers or hackers can disperse their malicious 
information to an extensive client. It may affect the reputation of 
different organizations and leads to losses in financial markets. 
In this work, we show how we can utilize similar procedures to 
distinguish compromises of individual high profile accounts and 
they have one trademark that make this detection reliable. 
Behavioural analysis of each account has taken in order to get 
the normal behaviour of an account.  
 
Key words: Cyber crime, network security, online social 
networks. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Online social networks like facebook and twitter have 
turned out to be one of the primary media to keep in contact with 
the remaining world. This kind of social media has a huge 
importance in big personalities of different field like celebrities, 
politicians, and big enterprises exploit to advance their brands 
and have an immediate association with their clients, while news 
offices influence interpersonal organizations to circulate 
breaking news. Regular users of social media stay in touch with 
their friends and also love to share their updates through social 
media. 

Usually the social network users make a trust 
connection with their followers because they know each other in 
person. It will break if a third party attack the account and the 
entire control taken by him. It may lead to malicious data 
transfer it will exploit the trustworthy relationship between the 
users. Because generally the trust the accounts from which a 
message is coming [1].This is the main thing that an attacker 
concentrate. Once an attacker catches an account, he can use it 
for any purpose like sending spam messages, phishing other 
websites etc [2].  

Ongoing occurrences in any case show that 
attackers can make destruction for a particular person 
with a high profile and they have a social circle and their 
prominence recommend reliability for many other 
normal users. And the bargaining can be utilised for 
different negative impacts in different fields [4][5].  

Using COMPA detection system we can 
identify compromised accounts in social networks. It 
mainly focuses on behavioural analysis of the user. 
From that the system can analyse is this is the right user 
or not. 

 
2. RELATED WORKS 
 

The popularity of social networks inspired 
many scientific Studies in both, networking and 
security. Wilson et al. ran a large-scale study of 
Facebook users [8], while Krishnamurthy et al. provide 
a characterization of Twitter users [9]. Kwak et al. 
analyze the differences between Twitter and the more 
traditional social networks [10]. 

 Yardi et al. [9] ran an experiment on the 
propagation of spam on Twitter. Their goal was to study 
how spammers use popular topics in their messages to 
reach more victims. To do this, they created a hash tag 
and made it trending, and observed that spammers 
started using the hash tag in their messages. Early 
detection systems for malicious activity on social 
networks focused on identifying fake accounts and spam 
messages [10] by leveraging features that are geared 
towards recognizing characteristics of spam accounts 
(e.g., the presence of URLs in messages or message 
similarity in user posts).  

Cai and Jermaine [6] proposed a system that 
detects fake profiles on social networks by examining 
densely interconnected groups of profiles. These 
techniques work reasonably well, and both Twitter and 
Face book rely on similar heuristics to detect fake 
accounts [7]. In response to defence efforts by social 
network providers, the focus of the attackers has shifted, 
and a majority of the accounts carrying out malicious 
activities were not created for this purpose, but started as 
legitimate accounts that were compromised [2], . 
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 Since these accounts do not show a consistent 
behaviour, previous systems will fail to recognize them as 
malicious. Grier et al.[2][3] studied the behaviour of 
compromised accounts on Twitter by entering the credentials of 
an account they controlled on a phishing campaign site. This 
approach does not scale as it requires identifying and joining 
each new phishing campaign. Also, this approach is limited to 
phishing campaigns. 

 
3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

COMPA depends on a straightforward perception: 
social network users create some specific behaviour after some 
time, and these habits are genuinely steady. An average social 
network user, for instance, may reliably check her posts in the 
first part of the day from her telephone, and the mid-day break 
from her PC. Moreover, communication will probably be 
restricted to a moderate number of informal organization 
contacts like friends. 

 
3.1 Behavioural Profiles 

 
Behavioural profiles always trace the historical 

activities of a social network user in order to catch up their 
expected behaviour.  
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             Figure 1: Systems Authentication Flow 

 
Here the system checks the activities of the user like the 

messages they send, post etc. In our current system it will not 
offer a way to take out the historical data. 

Other characteristics include hours of a day, message 
source, message texting language, message topics, types of links 
in messages, proximity etc. 

In the time calculation system divides the entire time 
zone into four quadrants. Then have to analyse in which zone the 
system used frequently. That will record as the historical 
behaviour. On that basis if any unexpected entering occurred in 
the system, security measures will have taken into account. 

Sometimes the source of message can be used 
as security measure. Numerous social networking 
systems will rise to a chance for applications developed 
by third party developers. Obviously, as a matter of 
course, a third party application can't present messages 
on a users account. But if a user wants to, then can grant 
the permission. This determines a user’s historical 
activity regarding to the type of message. 

On the basis of the language used by the client 
system can recognize some features. A user usually uses 
one or two language for sending messages or posting 
something in social networks. If any malicious 
encounter occurred it can be captured. 

Different users may have different 
characteristics on the basis of their interest. Like that on 
the basis of message topic system will featured out the 
history of behaviour. Some platforms of social 
networking sites allow users to denote the type of 
content they are sharing. Also different types of tagging 
mechanisms are available in different social networking 
sites. 

Regularly, messages posted on long range 
social networking sites contain links to extra assets, for 
example, web journals, pictures, recordings, or then 
again news articles. These links  in messages of social 
networks are so  normal that some past work has 
emphatically centred around  the examination of URLs, 
to decide  regardless of whether a message is malicious 
or not[5].  

We additionally make utilization of links as a 
major aspect of the social profile of a client. 
Nonetheless, in our framework the connection data just 
speaks to a solitary measurement i.e., highlight. In 
addition, review that our highlights are fundamentally 
worried about catching the ordinary movement of 
clients. That is, we don't attempt to distinguish whether 
a URL is malicious in itself but instead whether a link is 
not the same as what we  would expect for a specific 
user[6]. 

Social networks offer systems to specifically 
interface with an individual client. The most widely 
recognized method for doing this is by sending an 
immediate message that is routed to the correct 
recipient. Different social network have distinctive 
systems for doing that[3][4]. 

Always social network user’s being in contact 
with persons who are close to them. Like with same city, 
school etc. So if there is any sudden change occurs in 
that will be analysed by the system. 
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 3.2 Accounts used to send spam  
 

1. Compromised Accounts 
2. Fake Accounts 
3. Sybil Accounts 
4. Creepers 
5. Social Botnets 

 
The main contributions offered are 
 

1. System designed to detect compromised accounts 
2. Mainly affect high profile accounts because of its 

similar characteristics. 
3. Large scale compromises are given with the aid of this 

new system where grouping of accounts are take place 
on the basis of their behaviour. 
 

Popular accounts and regular accounts are taken for finding 
out the features. 
 

4. LIMITATIONS 
 

An attacker who knows about COMPA has many features to 
keep his traded off records from being distinguished by 
COMPA. To start with, an attacker can post messages that 
adjust  with the conduct profiles of the traded off records.  

This would require the attacker to contribute critical 
time and computational assets to assemble the fundamental 
profile data from his exploited people. Besides, social networks  
have systems set up that counteract mechanized slithering, 
along these lines backing off such information gathering 
attempts. And COMPA wound violate such behavioural 
profiles. 

 
5. CONCLUSION 

 
Here we presented COMPA, the main aim is to detect 

compromised account in social networks. It mainly models the 
behavioural analysis to find out the characteristics of a user. 
Using this technique we can easily find out compromises mainly 
in high profile accounts also can be used for regular user’s 
account. Like with persons having account with varying 
characteristics.  
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